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When I was a student I decided to focus on the social side of economics, 
as I believe that social economy  is the context where I can more directly 
(try to) implement my personal values and objectives such as a more 
sustainable and fair society.

For a long time, this sector has been a niche, and thanks to this it has also 
been a good place to experiment, having a trial - and- error approach, 
new and alternative paradigms, some of which were recognised and 
developed by the outer world.

Back in 2014, given the evolution of the European social economy context, 
we decided to launch an asset management company fully dedicated 
to impact investing strategies. On the one hand social enterprises were 
missing adequate equity investments: they had managed to access the 
banking system, but they were unable to attract long-term investors. 
On the other hand, a new wave of awareness on the impact investing 
approach was spreading among the national institutional investors, but 
they were missing adequate tools, intermediaries and market know-how 
to directly support social enterprises. The general context was therefore 
getting ready for the creation of specific financial tools dedicated to the 
social economy sector, matching the needs of social enterprises with the 
resources of institutional investors. 

The creation of SEFEA IMPACT SGR took a few years, partly due to the 
authorisation process. We are now negotiating with the main national 
institutional investors to collect their resources in our Funds that in turn 
will invest directly in social enterprises. 

SEFEA IMPACT aims therefore to bring into contact two worlds: that of 
venture capital and that of social enterprises, which so far have rarely 
been able to interact. Impact management, not just measurement is a 
fundamental tool to facilitate such dialogue. On the one side, it allows the 
company to become fully aware of the causal connections between its 
objectives, activities and impacts generated, consequently guaranteeing 
the pursuit of positive social impacts in the long term, as integral part 
of the corporate culture. On the other side, the increased accountability 
will boost the convergence of economic resources towards such sector. 
The main challenge now is to take advantage of the attention and 
resources focused on the Italian social economy sector and demonstrate 
its development potential.

The objective of our first investment fund is to become a laboratory of 
social entrepreneurship, capable of selecting, enhancing and modelling 
businesses producing goods and services with a social perspective, thus 
promoting the future leading actors and benchmarks in this sector. We 
hope in the progressive growth of the market, and that’s why we have 
created an asset management company instead of a single fund: we are 
planning to launch other funds in the future, always dedicated to the 
social economy sector.

The objective of our first investment fund is to 
become a laboratory of social entrepreneurship, 
capable of selecting, enhancing and modelling 

businesses producing goods and services with a social 
perspective, thus promoting the future leading actors 

and benchmarks in this sector.
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Recommended reading

“Sviluppo è coesione e libertà. Il caso del distretto sociale evoluto di 
Messina” (Development is cohesion and freedom. The case of the evolved 
social district of Messina) is the book that describes the experience of the 
Community Foundation of Messina (Sicily), an internationally known best 
practice in testing economic and local development paradigms capable 
of nurturing and amplifying the capabilities of marginalised people, local 
social capital and environmental sustainability. 

The incredible concrete examples of “civil economy” put into practice by 
the Community Foundation proves the feasibility of a transition towards 
a welfare society, which breaks the dichotomy between the State (sole 
holder of public interests and charged to redistribute wealth) and the 
market (charged to generate wealth).

The examples here described clearly identify the approach and social 
economy vision shared also by our company.

As illiberal democracies advance around the world and even digital 
darlings like Buzzfeed, HuffPost and Vice announce lay-offs, a new 
approach to investing in impactful media is needed.

Recognising that challenging times call for creative solutions, MDIF 
announced the launch of Emerging Media Opportunity Fund I (EMOF), 
the first private equity fund for independent media in countries where 
access to balanced news and information is under threat.
EMOF has closed at USD12.95m, with international investors including 
Stichting DOEN, Open Society Foundations (Soros Economic Development 

Fund), IFU (Denmark’s Investment Fund for Developing Countries) and 
co-investor JP Politiken Hus, in addition to MDIF. At final close, the fund 
had already invested approximately USD5m in five companies in India, 
Indonesia, Brazil and Peru that reach more than 11 million people.

In many countries, media companies are only able to raise capital from 
politically compromised sources, which puts editorial independence at 
risk. EMOF financing will allow companies to invest in the infrastructure 
and talent necessary to develop robust businesses, while maintaining a 
commitment to independent and quality journalism.

“The business challenges facing media are well known, but positive financial 
return opportunities exist in certain markets where democratisation, 
economic uplift, and independent media form a virtuous circle of 
development, accountability and growth,” said Mr Mandel.

INVESTMENT OF THE MONTH
MDIF launches private equity impact fund for independent media

Nepalese radio Ujyaalo

“EMOF is the first private equity fund to provide 
capital to independent media companies operating 

in restrictive environments. The fund seeks to provide 
social and financial returns to investors by investing 

in media properties with significant growth potential, 
built around the principles of high quality independent 

news and information.” 

MDIF CEO Harlan Mandel

About Giacomo Pinaffo

Giacomo Pinaffo is the Impact Manager of SEFEA IMPACT SGR SpA, 
the Asset Management company created by SEFEA HOLDING S.C., 
implementing exclusively impact investing strategies. Giacomo holds 
a Bachelor in Business Economics and a master in Economics of Local 
Development, with a thesis on the impact of microcredit in Bangladesh. 
He followed courses in Project Management, European project planning 
and management, Loan Officer and Microfinance. He studied and worked 
abroad for organisations such as the OECD, the UN Economic Commission 
for Latin America and the Caribbean; microfinance in Zambia.

He joined SEFEA HOLDING S.C. in 2010 as Investment Manager, and then 
as Project Manager, being responsible for the consultancy and advisory 
services and all relations with partners from 11 countries, as well as the 
EU-funded projects (EaSI programme, H2020 programme, etc.). He has 
also coordinated the General Secretariat Office at FEBEA (European 
Federation of Ethical and Alternative Banks), managing the relations 
with all members, European Institutions and partners.


